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Abstrak
 

This research aim to know and to analyse how much the influence of coordination  in constructing Tax

Object Sales Value forward effectiveness of services to tax community. This pointed out that for increasing

coordination with implementation in relationship with tax objact sales value consist of objective integration,

activity integration and achievement  purpose  efficiently would be promote a services tax object sales value

to the object sales value to the tax community.  The research  population were tax payers and others

institutional relationship with tax object sales value at  DKI Jakarta. Sampling technique was proportional

stratified random sampling . This technique is  used if the population dishomogen and stratified

proportional. Data technique collecting which  is used in this research was observation, interview,

documentation and questioner. Questioner which constitute measure equipment in this  research should be

tested and reliable. The mainstay  point out precision, stability of measure equipment which be  used. Data

collecting of the research  result be analysed with using quantitative metode approach  while linear

regression analysis has  been performed in the quantitative approach. The result of hypothesis test indicate

that objective  integration, activity integration and achieve a purpose efficiently influenced significantly  a

services  tax object sales value to the tax community, and the achievement of this research also need to

know and to analyse for increasing dimension of objective integration, activity integration and  achievement

purpose integrated in order to find out satisfication to tax community services which  to expected. based on

this research The Head of Kanwil Pajak  or The Head of KTP  in carry out coordination must be receptance

input from others instutions interrelated for constructing  Tax Object sales value at each their regions.
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